
Ukukhula Indaba: the Gathering for Growth

Ukukhula: the isiZulu word for ‘growth/to grow’

Indaba: formally a meeting or gathering to discuss a serious topic

Informally ‘one’s own concern’ e.g. “resolving that performance issue is my indaba”



The Indaba is for businesses who want their people to benefit from exceptional and 
unique development experiences, without the normal day to day distractions in an 
incredible setting; one of the world’s greatest outdoor classrooms. We host them at the 
Zingela Safari and River Company where we have exclusive use of the main camp.

For businesses looking for something that deeply engages their team members and 
wanting to build powerful emotional bonds between themselves and the people they 
wish to further develop.

Immersive experiences that will be remembered and benefitted from, for many years  
to come.

Even at professional training and networking events in the UK there is an incredible 
amount of ‘white noise’ and distraction. At the Zingela Safari and River Camp, where 
we host the Indabas in KwaZulu Natal, the distractions are minimal, the environment 
possibly one of the best ‘outdoor classrooms in the world’ and the day to day pressure 
we normally feel in our working 
lives dissipates, enabling learning 
and development to take place in a 
mindful, focused and productive way 
on the topics and issues to hand.

The exact make-up and content of 
the Ukukhula Indaba is determined 
uniquely for your business.

It is a 6 night and 5 full days 
development experience for 
businesses wanting to inspire, 
engage and further develop 
graduate, leadership/management, 
high potential and intact teams, or, 
want to use an incredible learning 
experience as a means of rewarding 
exemplary employees.



The developmental content and format 
of each Indaba is uniquely designed 
for you, your business and your 
people. It’s built ‘from scratch’ at no 
additional cost. It can be ‘stand-alone’, 
or an integral element of your people 
development initiatives.
Underpinning all indabas is the 
philosophy of Ubuntu: focusing on 
people’s allegiances and relations with 
each other.

‘I AM WHAT I AM BECAUSE OF WHO WE ALL ARE’ 
For the Ukukhula Indaba, this means working in a spirit of togetherness and collective 
effort. Exchanging ideas, experiences and insights with each other whilst supporting 
each other in the learning experience, and beyond.

The format of the event is whatever you need it to be for your business. It can be a 
combination of inputs, personal diagnostics, exercises and discussion groups about 
personal and business development integrated with options of: bush hiking, learning 
about South Africa’s incredible bio-diversity, and the culture and history of the  
Zulu nation. 



The purpose of the Ukukhula Indaba is multi-fold:

•  To provide your people with powerful and engaging personal development:  
new skills, insights, ways of thinking and working - that can be applied in your 
business, immediately

•  To enable your people to create some ‘head-space’ and decompress from day to day 
pressures, whilst in and learning about a unique environment: the world’s third most 
bio-diverse country

•  To share knowledge and expertise

•  To assist you in resolving and overcoming the challenges your people are faced with 
at an operational or strategic level

•  To create a mutually supportive network of like-minded individuals through a unique 
and powerful shared experience

  The prime objective of the indaba is to enable people to:

‘Re Think, Re Charge, Re Boot and Re Focus on who they are, what they do, and how 
they do it (and view it) as critical enablers in your organisation’

The events are facilitated by Kevin Lawrence or one of his colleagues, Michael Green. The 
indaba is informal and relaxed. Yes, we’ll have a programme to follow, but at the end of 
the day your people need to get what they and you need from it, not us! With this in mind 
we can tailor what is happening as we go along, to suit the needs of the group and what 
you want people to achieve both personally and professionally from the experience.



In assist in transferring the learning to the 
workplace and continuing the learning adventure, 
participants will receive the Odyssey Invictus 
development prompt ‘Digging Deeper’, for 
a period of six months post programme and 
unlimited telephone and email support.

All our work is South Africa is supported by 
expert, highly qualified and experienced guides. 
The organisation we work alongside to provide 
this expertise is Africa Wild Trails, based near 
Odyssey Invictus in the UK, who have with over 15 
years’ experience of working in the African bush.

Preparing for the Ukukhula Indaba

The starting point is introductory meetings with key people in your organisation to talk 
about how the business would like to benefit from investing in an Ukukhula Indaba: 

•  We’ll Identify with you the key development topics you would like covering and any 
particular challenges to be addressed. In addition, we integrate any key corporate 
messaging to ensure it integrates with other development work or initiatives in  
your business

We’ll then use the information gained to help shape and design what will be a unique, 
powerful and immersive learning experience, purely for your people

Sample itinerary

To give you an idea of what an Ukukhula Indaba might look like for a Graduate group:

Arrival (Sunday) 
•  Arrive at Durban’s King Shaka airport early 

morning where we will meet and travel by 
coach to Colenso (which is approximately 3 
hours away) from where we will head into 
the bushveld, travelling in 4x4 vehicles 
‘over the hills’ for about an hour (maybe 
longer dependent on game sightings) 
before we reach the Zingela River Camp on 
the shores of the mighty Tugela River

•  Group welcome and introductions
•  Camp familiarisation
•  Health and Safety briefing with specific 

focus on wildlife and the environment we 
are in

•  Overview of the structure for the indaba 
and agreeing how we will work together



Day 1 Theme: Leadership
Leadership is an increasingly challenging task in today’s highly volatile and increasingly complex 
societies and these challenges also exist within the ‘society of the organisation’. This day will 
focus on untangling those demands and providing the insights and ways of working necessary to 
be successful. 

• Early morning bush hike followed by breakfast 
• Inputs, exercises and discussions 
• Applying the learning to ‘your business’ 
• Evening discussion: Leadership Lessons from Shaka Zulu

Shaka was the founder and one of the most influential monarchs of the Zulu Kingdom. He united 
over 100 tribes to create the Zulu Nation. Shaka Zulu or ‘Shaka the Mighty’, is often compared 
with Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar and Attila the Hun. He was often described by European 
nations of the time as ‘the Black Napoleon’.

Day 2 Theme: Problem Solving and Decision Making
Agile and effective problem solving and decision making is critical for success in today’s 
increasingly fast paced and challenging corporate world. It is underpinned by good processes, 
good thinking ‘habits’ and the ability to quickly identify the root cause of problems. Solutions are 
not always obvious and to be effective we often need to change our habituated mental modes 
and models.

• Early morning bush hike followed by breakfast 
• Inputs, exercises and discussions 
• Applying the learning to ‘your business’ 
• Evening discussion: The Problem with Conservation

The protection and conservation of wildlife and wild places is incredibly complex and either 
directly or indirectly impacts everyone on Earth. The discussion will be with expert local 
conservancy owners who are constantly fighting the battle against poaching and habitat 
destruction whilst trying to build community engagement and support for what they are doing.

Day 3 Theme: Motivating and Enabling Others
We all have unique personalities, behavioural preferences and needs. One of the skills of an 
effective leader-manager is to be able to engage with each team member at an individual level; 
not relying on broad brush approaches, being liked and incentive schemes.

• Early morning bush hike (optional) followed by breakfast  
• Inputs, exercises and discussions 
• Application– what does this mean ‘for me’? 
•  Evening discussion: ‘The Problem with Change’ understanding how to influence the ‘tipping 

point’ for large scale change when faced with ingrained habits and practices – stopping 
‘poaching through snaring’ being one such challenge!



Day 4 Theme: ‘Team Performance’
We often assume that if people ‘get on together’, they’re a team, yet nothing could be further 
from the truth. High performance team working is highly dependent on some very specific 
aspects of team structure, team processes, levels of operational and emotional trust, and 
effective inter-dependent working.

High performance teams have effective systems and mindsets for learning daily and sharing that 
knowledge with each other. Too often, despite ‘getting along’, people are often primarily focused 
on their own interest and performance, not that of the team.

• Early morning bush hike (optional) followed by breakfast  
• Inputs, exercises and discussions 
• Application to ‘your business’ 
•  Evening discussion: ‘How the Game Rangers’ do it! Meeting with team leaders from  

anti-poaching units to discuss how they build their teams – when people’s and  
endangered animals lives can depend on each other’s performance and contribution

Day 5 Theme: ‘Delivering a Return’
Without realising it we (and others) sometimes become locked in a vicious cycle of distraction, 
disengagement and procrastination; doing work, being busy and putting some things off. These 
are the bête noire of businesses that can have an incredible impact on productivity. Very often 
this is due to being so caught up in day-to-day issues and the risk of ‘getting something wrong’ 
- that we are not focusing on what it is we are here to achieve and whether that has genuine 
meaning for ‘me and the team’ - connecting what it is that people do every day with the greater 
goal we are seeking to achieve. We can’t be ‘purposeful and fully aligned’ all the time, but we can 
all do more to overcome the challenge this presents!

• Early morning bush hike (optional) followed by breakfast  
• Inputs, exercises and discussions 
• Application to ‘your business’ 
•  Evening discussion: the ‘sustainability challenge’: when resources are severely limited during 

drought and every decision has an immediate impact - and has to be made ‘now’

Day 6 (Saturday)
• Departure to King Shaka airport



Investment

Excluding flights and programme materials your unique Ukukhula Indaba is fully 
inclusive of: 

• Programme design and delivery 
• Guided bush hiking and guest speakers 
• 6 months ‘Digging Deeper’ and email/telephone support 
• Accommodation and all meals 
• All transfers in South Africa 

Larger group sizes can be accommodated for an additional investment on your 
part as additional resources and facilitators will be required.

We can also have the programme accredited as a Development/Endorsed Award 
with the Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM).

Payment Terms

50% deposit at the time of commissioning the work as we need to secure the 
accommodation, book local transport and begin designing your indaba. 

50% at the latest 8 weeks before departure.

If programmes are rescheduled or cancelled within 4 months of their planned 
date there is a 50% rescheduling/cancellation fee as we will have made a 
contractual commitment to our suppliers in South Africa and book our teams 
flights well in advance - to secure best rates to keep the costs down.

01323 760667

growth@odysseyinvictus.co.uk


